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Abstract:
Digital Real Time Simulators (DRTS) are powerful tools that enable the connection between the digital and real world. Large and complex systems, such as electrical grids, can be simulated in real time, where the digital simulators can compute their model solutions with relatively small time steps (10~50μs or below). These small time steps permit to interface the simulated electrical networks with real hardware, such as grid controllers or power devices, with reasonable time fidelity and response. Interfacing these simulators with external devices by means of sensors and digital or analog communication, such as in Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) testing, allows to exchange digital- or hardware-measured variables between the digital and real world.

While digital real time simulation has clear potential to flexibly test any hardware in realistically simulated grid conditions, its limitations must be considered. On the opposite of off-line simulations, where a larger size of the simulated network makes the simulation computations only slower, DRTSs must respect hard real time constraints. These constraints mean that the simulated system solution shall be delivered within the desired time step and any overrun results in the interruption and failure of the simulation. As a consequence, the size of the simulated system must stay relatively small to meet computational timing constraints. Increasing the simulation details, e.g. power electronics switches or high-order generator equations, decreases the system scale, that can be solved in a certain time step. These restrictions are exacerbated with simulation of switching power electronics due to computational cost of solving models of their non-linear nature.

This tutorial’s goal is to train the researchers approaching digital real time simulation in performing computational time-efficient and accurate simulations of electrical networks, and in particular of power electronics-based ones. The tutorial is structured with a system-to-component level approach. In the first section, we will provide guidelines to the modelling of grid connected converters so to minimize the computational effort while maintaining the accuracy required by the specific design or analysis objective. In this section we will focus on test scenarios (e.g. primary frequency regulation) that require the modelling of large power systems with a high number of converters. Those models target a time step of a few tens of microsecond.

While in the first section we will mainly focus on averaged converters models and control representation, in the second section we will review well known techniques for the switching representation of power converters, and we will analyze how the different modelling approach affect the computational effort. We will then focus on scenarios that require a switching
representation of power converters. The focus will still be on analysis and systems that require a microseconds level time resolution.

In the third section we will then analyze how power converters can be modelled to achieve switching representations while targeting time steps below one microsecond. We will review the benefit and limits of dedicated execution approaches as well as of the use of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based platforms. The focus in this case is the simulation of microgrids scenarios with high frequency power converters (50-200kHz).

During the tutorial we will make large use of code examples and exercise. The tutorial will take an agnostic approach in respects to commercial solutions, all examples will be based on open-source software and will be provided to the attendees. While some of the code examples presented could be used directly for real time simulation also on FPGAs we are aware that most of the attendees will use commercial platforms more readily available in their engineering and research activities. The goal of the provided examples and exercise is to highlight the fundamental modelling choices that exist for simulation of power converters-based power systems and provide informed guidelines that the attendees can then use with commercial tools.
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